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Tourist bus crashed on the Madeira (29)
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A crane removes wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019, killing 29 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira, early on April 18, 2019. - The Portuguese island of Madeira today began three days of mourning after 29 German tourists died after their bus spun off the road and tumbled down a slope before crashing into a house. (Photo by Helder SANTOS / AFP)
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A tow truck, early on April 18, 2019, pulls wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019, killing 29 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - The Portuguese island of Madeira today began three days of mourning after 29 German tourists died after their bus spun off the road and tumbled down a slope before crashing into a house. (Photo by Helder SANTOS / AFP)
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A picture taken early on April 18, 2019, shows wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019, killing 29 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira, after recovering it from the slope where it tumbled to. - The Portuguese island of Madeira today began three days of mourning after 29 German tourists died after their bus spun off the road and tumbled down a slope before crashing into a house. (Photo by Helder SANTOS / AFP)
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A picture taken early on April 18, 2019, shows wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019, killing 29 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira, after recovering it from the slope where it tumbled to. - The Portuguese island of Madeira today began three days of mourning after 29 German tourists died after their bus spun off the road and tumbled down a slope before crashing into a house. (Photo by Helder SANTOS / AFP)
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In this image from video, emergency services attend the scene after a tour bus crashed at Canico, on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday April 17, 2019.  Some 28 people are reported to have died in the crash, most of them German tourists, local mayor Filipe Sousa told TV news. (TVI via AP)
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In this image from video, emergency services attend the scene after a tour bus crashed at Canico, on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday April 17, 2019.  Some 28 people are reported to have died in the crash, most of them German tourists, local mayor Filipe Sousa told TV news. (TVI via AP)
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In this image from video, emergency services attend the scene after a tour bus crashed at Canico, on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday April 17, 2019.  Some 28 people are reported to have died in the crash, most of them German tourists, local mayor Filipe Sousa told TV news. (TVI via AP)
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In this image from video, emergency services attend to injured at the scene after a tour bus crashed at Canico, on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday April 17, 2019.  Some 28 people are reported to have died in the crash, most of them German tourists, local mayor Filipe Sousa told TV news. (TVI via AP)
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In this image from video, emergency services attend to injured at the scene after a tour bus crashed at Canico, on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday April 17, 2019.  Some 28 people are reported to have died in the crash, most of them German tourists, local mayor Filipe Sousa told TV news. (TVI via AP)
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In this image made from video, rescue officials carry a man away from a scene after a tour bus crashed in Canico on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The tour bus carrying German tourists crashed on Portugal's Madeira Island on Wednesday, killing more than a few dozen people and injuring a few dozen others, local authorities said. (TVI via AP)
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In this image made from video, rescue officials work a scene after a tour bus crashed in Canico on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The tour bus carrying German tourists crashed on Portugal's Madeira Island on Wednesday, killing more than a few dozen people and injuring a few dozen others, local authorities said. (TVI via AP)
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Rescue officials attend the scene after a tour bus crashed in Canico on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The tour bus carrying German tourists crashed on Portugal's Madeira Island on Wednesday, killing more than a few dozen people and injuring a few dozen others, local authorities said. (Rui Silva/Aspress/Global Imagens via AP)
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Rescue officials attend the scene after a tour bus crashed in Canico on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The tour bus carrying German tourists crashed on Portugal's Madeira Island on Wednesday, killing more than a few dozen people and injuring a few dozen others, local authorities said. (Rui Silva/Aspress/Global Imagens via AP)
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Rescue officials attend the scene after a tour bus crashed in Canico on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The tour bus carrying German tourists crashed on Portugal's Madeira Island on Wednesday, killing more than a few dozen people and injuring a few dozen others, local authorities said. (Rui Silva/Aspress/Global Imagens via AP)
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Rescue officials attend the scene after a tour bus crashed in Canico on Portugal's Madeira Island, Wednesday, April 17, 2019. The tour bus carrying German tourists crashed on Portugal's Madeira Island on Wednesday, killing more than a few dozen people and injuring a few dozen others, local authorities said. (Rui Silva/Aspress/Global Imagens via AP)
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A woman receives medical assistance on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira, after a tourist bus crashed. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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A man receives medical assistance on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira, after a tourist bus crashed. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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People look at the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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Firemen stand next to the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by RUI SILVA / AFP)
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TOPSHOT Firemen help a victim of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by RUI SILVA / AFP)
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Firemen help a victim of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by RUI SILVA / AFP)
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TOPSHOT Firemen help victims of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by RUI SILVA / AFP)
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People look at the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Cani?o, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by RUI SILVA / AFP)
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A video grab obtained from drone footage shows the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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A video grab obtained from drone footage shows the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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A video grab obtained from drone footage shows the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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A video grab obtained from drone footage shows the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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TOPSHOT A video grab obtained from drone footage shows the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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TOPSHOT A video grab obtained from drone footage shows the wreckage of a tourist bus that crashed on April 17, 2019 in Canico, on the Portuguese island of Madeira. - At least 28 people were killed when a tourist bus crashed on the Portuguese island of Madeira, the local mayor told local media. The regional protection service did not confirm the toll when questioned by AFP. (Photo by STRINGER / AFP)
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